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MUTABILITY 

P. B. Shelley (1792-1822) 

 

 P.B. Shelley belongs to the second generation of the Romantic poets along 

with John Keats and Lord Byron. Many critics even think that he is the finest 

lyrical poet of the Romantic Age (1798-1830). He was an Atheist because of which 

he was expelled from the University College, Oxford during 1810-11. He was also 

an activist and a poet of revolutionary ideas.  He produced many of his greatest 

poems in Italy where he went to leave in the year 1818. He died of drowning in a 

boat accident in 1822. Ode to the West Wind, Prometheus Unbound etc. are 

considered as his great poems. 

 Mutability is a poem about ‘change’.The poet believes that everything in life 

- both of nature as well human being goes on changing.  He thinks that only change 

is constant in this world. He expresses this idea with the help of various examples 

and images. Various images from nature are used to describe the ever changing 

nature of human life. The poem consists of four stanzas which are quartets or 

quatrains.  The rhyming pattern is ‘abab’ for all the four stanzas. 

 In the first stanza poet compares the changing human nature to clouds in the 

sky.  Here he uses the simile of the cloud to explain the changing nature of human 

beings. The poet says that we are just   like the clouds that cover and hide the moon 

in the midnight sky.  The clouds are very much restless; sometimes they speed up, 

and shine faintly   and there by marking the darkness bright.  Here in the third line 

of this stanza the figure of speech ‘Antitheses’ is used in the expression, ‘streaking 

the darkness radiantly’.  Here darkness is used with brightness is the Antitheses. He 

also says that the clouds are then hidden forever as the night closes around.By the 

use of the fleeting nature of the clouds, the poet is commenting upon the changing 

nature of the human beings. 

 In the second stanza the poet uses another simile to express his views about 

the changing aspect of the human nature.  Here he compares human beings to the 

musical instrumentlyre- It is the forgotten lyre whose strings are in capable of 

producing any musical harmony. Each and every string of this musical instrument   

‘Human mind and nature’ – producing different king of response or sound.  It is the 

weak instrument that produces different musical notes at different points.  In this 

way this stanza uses the disturbed musical Harmony to explain the ever changing 

nature of human beings. 

 In the third stanza he is talking plainly about the changing mood of the 

human beings.  It shows that nothing is constant in human life.  The poet says that 

when we are sleeping or resting, a dream- a bad dream may poison or disturb, our 
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sleep.  When we wake up from the sleep there are many thoughts that can come to 

our mind and pollute the day.  There are many movement and different in human 

life sometimes we feel, understand, sometimes we love, but the next moment we 

weep; sometimes one may be sad, sometimes happy.  In this way this stanza talks 

about the different moods of human life. 

 In the last stanza the poet is again talking about the philosophy of change 

that is the ultimate reality of human life. He says that all the joys as well as sorrows 

are temporary. Once they come, it is certain that they will go away. The post of the 

human beings is never like their future and in the last line of the poem the poet says 

that nothing is permanent, enduring but mutability. 

 In this way this lyrical poem is about change or mutability.  


